
II}BNTIFYING OBIMINATS BY THDIR YOICB
TTN NDINNGI]]G APPUM) NISOWLINN ON TONDNSIJ PHONDTICS

It is a late winter'e evening. In f,he seruice
station, business ie quiet. The attendant is alone
with ci4eretteo, munchies, maqazines and
paraphemalia of our car culture. A custorner
enterc. In a hurry, he waks up to the counter
pullin4 something from his black leather jacket.
The attendant looks up to see a qun pointinq et
her head.'Ernpty yer till or I'llblow yer fuckin'
'ead off'. The cash is fumbled across tha counter
to more, real-soundinq death threats. The
assailant decamps, learinq tha whole of the
robbery, and the sobs of the now hysterical
attendant, on the surueillance video. A suspect i5
arrested, taken in for questioning. At the end of
the intaruiew, which is recorded on caogette, he
is char4ed.

Part of the potential evidence in this unfortunately
typical scenario is the voice recordings. More and

more often expert opinions are being sought, by
prosecution and defence in our adversarial legal
system, as to whether two or more recordings are of
the same speaker. Is it possible to tell from a

comparison of the threatening voice captured on
video and the voice recorded during the police
interview whether they come from the same speaker?

Our common experience that we can recognise

speakers by their voices, and the existence of
automated speaker verification systems (where an

individual is recognised by a computer), suggest that
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the same language. Speech sounds are structured and

systematic and can be described in considerable detail
by a trained phonetician, and the production of a
detailed transcription after careful listening is usually
the first stage in a forensic analysis. Ofcourse, the

recordings need to be listened to before this to decide

whether they are of adequate quality for analysis.

Many samples tendered for analysis are so poor, with
background noise, or limited amounts of speech, that
nothing can be done with them. Another real-world
limitation of auditory analysis is that it is not easy to

compare a voice recorded over a telephone or video
with one recorded directly.

A phonetician's auditory franscription can be used

to compare accents. One bomb threat case is reported
in the literature where the accused was acquitted

because he had a New York accent and the criminal
voice came from the Boston area. The differences

were hardly noticeable to the members of the

Californian court, but were perfectly clear to the

expert witness, who had specialist knowledge on the
phonology and phonetics of American dialects. In
Australia, dialect differences in pronunciation are

very small and not on a par with those in Europe or
America. So, although they could conceivably help to
exclude a suspect, their potential for identifying
individuals is very weak.

In an auditory analysis, a phonetician will also

that showed it was extremely unlikely the same

speaker was involved. (They also noted some

auditory differences that had been missed by the

prosecution experts.) Because of this, and also

because quite often auditory comparisons do not
reveal useful differences, most investigators will
concentrate on comparing the acoustics of the two
recordings. Acoustic analysis also lends itselfto
quantification and statistical analysis in a way that
auditory analysis does not. However, an auditory
transcription of the data is indispensable for deciding
which bits, if any, are comparable enough for an

acoustic analysis.

Acoustic analysis
In speech, movements of the lungs, vocal cords,

tongue, soft palate and lips are precisely coordinated
to make the air in the vocal tract move. This causes

complex variations in air pressure to radiate from the

speaker's head - an acoustic disturbance we

perceive as speech sounds.

The acoustic theory of speech production tells us

that speech acoustics are uniquely determined by the

speaker's anatomy. If we kaow the dimensions and

configuration of a speaker's vocal tract, we can

predict its acoustic output. It is also relatively easy

nowadays with our advanced digital signal processing

technology to quickly extract and quantify acoustic

parameters from recorded speech - even for medium
quality recordings - and to use these to characterise

the speaker as they are speaking on that particular

occasion. As an example, the diagram shows two
continued on page 7
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individual is recognised by a computer), suggest that

it should be possible. Our confidence in technology
projects this belief into the realms of the fanciful in
fhe voice identification scene in the Harrison Ford
movie Clear and Present Danger. But we also make

mistakes in recognising speakers, especially over the

telephone. And in the real world speaker verification
systems are not infallible: they have to be tuned to

accept a certain percentage of false identifications
and false rejections.

Auditory analysis
When someone speaks, they tum a wish to

communicate into sound - sound that can be

decoded and understood by any listener who shares

In an auditory analysis, a phonetician will also

listen for idiosyncrasies which might aid in
identification or exclusion of suspects. These include
speech defects, or unusual articulations. It stands to
reason, however, that such features can only be of
forensic value if we know their distribution in the

relevant population. In the majority of cases - less

so of course for speech defects than idiosyncrasies -
we unfortunately don't know.

However, relying just on auditory comparisons is

not enough. In a well-known case involving a

telephone fraud two prosecution experts had

identified the suspect's voice auditorily as the voice

of the fraudster, with a very high degree of certainty.

The defence, however, produced an acoustic analysis

Arulrysn*c $r,r,cu ro CArruRE fxltutNAls

$peehograms and wave forms of two tokens of the word fuckln'. (A) = Suspect volce
{*...stralght to the fuckln' bank"). {B) * Crlmlnal volce ("Where's yer tuckln' dll..."}. Diotr
fircHrtt occur ln prosodlcally comparable envlronments, lmmedlately befure dle tonlc

syllable, wlth the flrst syllable stressed. Although rhere are aucllble cllfferences (Ak2 vs. lk),
wfth raflrer blg acousfc dlfferences ln the f,rst sylLable, and these ane conslstent wltlr otlrer

tokens ln dre two samples, ft ts not posslbte to say whetherthey are to be explalned as
comlng from dlfferent speakers {the llkely explanatlon}, or the sarne speaker uslng volces

dlfferlng ln threat
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spectrograms and their corresponding wave forms

produced on commercially available scftware

(Signalyse). They shcw two tokens of the word

fuckin': one spoken by the robber in a recent armed

hold-up, and one spoken by the suspect in an

intercepted telephone call.

This all looks promising for forensic speaker

identification. Why not measure the acoustics of the

assailant's speech during the robbery, and compare

them with that of the suspect in the interview? If the

acoustics are the same "* if tliey do not differ
significantly - he's guilty, if not, innocent.

Unfortunately, this will not work. We know this

from a combination of lirnitations imposed by the

real-world situation, and phonetic and linguistic

knowledge of what information is encoded in a

speaker's voice and how it is encoded. Most

importantly, we know it is commonplace for the

same speaker to show significantly dilferent

acoustics. We also know thaf it is possible for twt:

different speakers not to differ significantly in

acoustic pararneters thal can normally Lre measured

under forensic conditions,

Given that the task of forensic speaker

identification involves effectively open-class

verification under considerably less than perfect

conditions, rnore sophisticated probabilisric

approaches are required. But here again we

encounter difficulties, since there is almost a

complete lack of statistical informafion on the

distribution of acoustic parameters in relevant
populations. This means that, with very few
exceptions, we are as yet unable 10 quote

probabilities of two recordings coming from the

same vocal tract" This is not of course to denv the

possibility of forensic speaker identification, since it
is clear that cases exist which phonetic evidence has

been instrumental in resolving. However, it is

notable that rnost of these have involved proving the

defence case, that the accused was not in fact the

speaker. It is more difficult to state the conditions

under which one would be prepared ro say that the

same speaker was involved.

In spite of all the present limitations, there are

grounds for optimism, since the situation can be

considerably improved. The major tasks ahead are to

determine the distribution of relevant acoustic

parameters in varieties of Ausffalian English, and to

test how reliable our methods using these parameters

are. Relevant parameters are those with, among

other things, relatlvely large between-speaker

variation and relatively small within-speaker

variation. With this knowledge, we should be able to

quote the probability of getting the observed

acoustic pattems under the assurnption that the

recordings come from the same speaker, and,

equally important, the probability of the acoustic

evidence assuming the recordings come from

different speakers. The combination of these two

probabitriries yields a value - the likelihood ratio -
that quantifies the relevance and strength of the

evidence. This is a so-called Bayesian approach

which is claimed to be superior, both logically and

legally, to forensic evidence presented in terms of
classical statistical probability.

The carrent state of Forensic Phoneties
R.esearch into Technical Speaker Recognirion -
that is, the use of analytic techniques, whether by

trained listeners or machines -_ has beer:l carried out

since the early sixties. Its forensic application had a

controversial history. especially in the USA in

conjunction with the claim that individuals can be

recognised by visual examination of so-called

voiceprints, (This is a particularly infelicitous and

misleading term in forensics, because voiceprints,

that is specffograms, are not comparable to

fingerprints.) The reliabiliry of forensic speaker

identification is still debated, and presumably will
remain so until more is known about the distribution

of auditory and acoustic parameters in ihe general

population, and until methodology is subject to

testing. Nevertheless, a need has resulted in the

emerging discipline - really an applied discipline
.- of Forensic Phonetics, which is now somewhai

morc mature than is appreciated in legal circles. In
I99l the professional body the lnternational

Association for Forensic Phonetics was established

to promots scientifically sound analysit. There are

government-funded centres for forensic spnaker

recognition in the USA and in several European

counffies. Australia lags behind. Forensic phonetic

work here is undertaken mostly by academic

phoneticians who have adequate knowledge of the

complexities in the relationship between a speaker

and the phonetics of their voice. Usually this work is

done in addition to their normal research.

The latest development in Aushalia was the

establishment, in 1995, of a Forensic Speaker

Identification Standards Comrnittee by Aushalia's

professional body of speech scientists, the Australian

Speech Science and Technology Association. This

comrnittee is now considering proposals for

accreditation, blind testing and other aspects of code

of practice.
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